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TDDR – Tranforming the relationship between 

development and disaster risk reduction



Context: learning from HFA; SFDRR recongition that 

inequitable and unsustainable development drives risk

TDDR has identified three key gaps in DRR research, practice 

and policy:

1. A failure to adequately understand the complexity of 

vulnerability creation; 

2. A failure to be scale-appropriate and apply what is 

known to the scale at which change is required; and

3. A fixation on the goal of “reducing” risk rather than 

understanding trade-offs that underpin decision-

making processes at all levels.

The limits of DRR



Trade-offs

• Choice between two desired objectives

• One choice inhibits the other from taking place

• To examine the decision making processes 

related to development and disaster risk 

• To examine the decisions made in the processes 

as „trade-offs“

• To identify spaces for intervention





Testing of the framework

• Tacloban Recovery and Rehabilitation Plan (TRRP)

• Pilot in Tacloban, Phillipines (summer, 2017) , (Winter, 2017)

– TRRP : 

• ST recovery/development plan that mainstreams DRR and 

CCA. (2014-2017)

• Shortterm issues/themes: shelter, livelihood, infrastructure 

restoration

• Issues covered: shelter, social services, economic, 

development, physical Infrastructure, environment and cross-

cutting plan elements

• UN-Habitat (coordinated all the aid post Yolanda) and led 

TRRP process



Methodology

1
• Document review 

• Stakeholder mapping
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• Semi-structured stakeholder interviews related to 
critical questions (decision level trade-offs)

• Identify impacts on development and drr (trade-offs)

3
• Identify evidence of and barriers to transformation

• Identify further opportunities for intervention



Impacts on development (+ vs.-)

• livelihood opportunities

• relocation beneficiaries

• government accountability



Impacts on disaster risk (+ vs. -)

• resilience to future hazards

• new risks for the relocated

• Vulnerability in old town



Tranformational TRRP? 

• Evidence of transformation

• Evidence of barriers/resistance

• Future intervention spaces



Next steps:

• Pilot: Phase 1: Planning, Phase 2: Implementation 

– Phase 1 gaps 

– Implementation focus

– 2nd Testing: Africa (potential case - involved in the 

planning process)

– Further work on the link to transformation (other 

framings of transformation) & intervention spaces



Thank you!

Suggestions?


